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Electronics & Communication Errgg.
4ECZARandom Variables & Stochastic processes

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min" Passing Marks : 26

Instructions to Candidates:

Attempt anyfive questions, selecting one question.from each unit. All o;te.rt!64s'
carry eqaal marks. (Scheruatic diagrants ntust be shoy+,n yvheret,er nece.\s{u-t,.
Any data )'ou feel missirtg4 suitablv he a.ssunteC ancl statetl cleat,ly. Ltnits of
qtrantities used/calculated must be stated c:learly.

Unit - I
l. a) State Bernoullis theorem on independent trials. AIso shows its generalized

form. (6)
b) A fair dice is rolled 5 times find the probability that i shor.vs twice, 3 shc.u,s

twice and 6 shows once.

c) In a coin tossing experiment,if the coin sliow-s head 1 dice is throw,n and tire
result is recorded. But if the coin shows tail 2 dice are throw.n and their sum is
recorded .What is the probabiiity that the recorded number u,ill be 2? (S'!

OR
1. a) State the theorem o{'total probahility an<J Baye's Theorern on inverse

probability.

b) For a certain binary communication channel. The probabilities that a transmitt-e-d
'0' is Received as '0' is 0.95 and the probability that a transi-r-ritted 'l' is
received as 'f is 0.90 If the probabiiities that a '0' is transmitted is 0.4. find
the probability that

i) a 'l' is received

iD a 'l ' was transrlitted given that a , l, \4,as received
c) [f at least 1 child in a farnily witlr 2 children is a boy, w,hat is the probrabilitv

that both children are bo1,s? (4)
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Unit - II

Let X be a continuous random variable with pdf

w here k ls constant

D Find and sketch coresponding F-(x)

ii) Frnd pgl4 < x <2)

iiD Calculate Mean & Variance

b) A production line manufactures 1000 O resistors that have 1002 tolerence. Let

X denote the resistance of the resistor assuming that X is a normal. randotrl

variable with mean 1000 and variance 2500 find the probability that a resistor

I kx o<x<l
f,(x)={

L0 othertr tse

2. a)

picked at random will be rejected

OR

Show that the Poisson distribution can be used as a convenient approximation

(8)

(8)

(8)to the binomial distribution for large on' and small p

b) A noisy transmission channel has a per digit error probability P : 0.01

r) Calculate the probability of rnore than one error in l0 received digits

ii) Repeat(i) using the Poisson approximation (8)

Unit - III
3. a) find the coefficient of correlation between 'x' and 'y' using the following data

x: 5 10 15 20 25

yt 16 19 23 26 30

Explain the convergence concept and central

independent random variabl e

OR

a) Find the MGF(rnoment generating function) ofthe binornial distribr"rtion and

hence finds its mean and variance (8)

b) Considertwo random variable'X' and 'Y'rvith joint pdf t,(x,Y) letZ:X+Y

l) Determine the pdf of 'Z'

ii) Determine the pdf of 'Z'if 'X' and Y are independent

b)

(8)

limit theorem for a sequence of
(8)

3.

(8)
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Unit - IV
Consider a random process X(t) defined by

X(t): LJ costvt+L'sin wt-at(t<oo where w is constant and'u'and ov'are

random variables

D Show that E(u):E(v):0 is necessary for x(t) to be stationary

ii) Show that XO is WSS if and only if 'u' and 'v' are uncorrelated rvith

equal variance

b) Given that the autocorrelation function for a stationary ergodic process r"'itli

no periodic component is ft*(,) =36+ --!-'1+6r''
Find the mean and variance of X(t)

OR

If X(t) and Y(t) are random process prove that

r) intrl < R-(o)

rrl
lR,. 

(.)l< -[R. (0)+ R, (0)]
L

ft,(0)r ElX'?(r))>0

b) If the WSS process tx(t)l is given by X(t):10cos(I00r+d) rvhere 6 is

uniformaly distributed over (-r,n1 prove that [X(t)] is correlation ergodic(8)

Unit - \'
Let Y(t) be the output of an LTI system rvith impulse response h(t) whetr a

WSS random process X(t) is applied as input show that (12)

1) S-r(w):H(w) S.(w)

ii) Sr(w):H*(w) S,,r(w)

(8)

(8)

a)4.

{8)

5. a)

5. a)

b) Find the power spectral density of a WSS process rvith autocorrelation (4)

R(r) = s'azz

OR
A wide sense stationary noise process N(t) has an auto correlation

function R,,,(r) = pe-3lzl where p is constant. Find its power spectrum (8)

b) If the cross power density function is s",,(w) =;a,..ru find cross' \a+lw)
correlation function (8)

4n A13t (3)


